




Founded in 2009, UK Events Limited began with the sole aim of delivering a plethora of quality dance floors to the event industry. The 
company quickly grew, with other event suppliers throughout the UK quickly identifying the quality, care and responsiveness of this 
new small business. In conjunction with supplying high end disco packages, UK Events Ltd quickly invested in more and more stock, 
today being one of the largest in-house dance floor suppliers in the UK.

Quickly outgrowing premises, the company moved twice in the first year and have moved twice since! Each time into bigger and better 
headquarters. Now settled with a large HQ in Berkshire, UK Events sits nicely in an area with access to the M3, M4 and M25 – from 
which they can get to just about anywhere in the country.

Their nationwide service has seen them deliver products to just about everywhere in the UK, with nowhere out of reach. Special 
occasions have even seen the team deliver dance floors to events in France and Spain!

As with all growing companies, UK Events Ltd has expanded it’s services over the years to cope with growing demands and to give their 
customers more choice. In some instances, this has resulted in bringing new and unseen before products to the market place, keeping 
UK Events ahead of the competition.

Now UK Events Ltd has a dedicated team, both in office and on the road, who operate 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, 
ensuring no event is out of their reach. It’s this dedication to the industry demands that has given UK Events Ltd the reputation of one 
of the best companies in the UK to provide the services they offer.



Sound is very important to any event, big or small. More pertinently, the 
correct sound is very important. Here at UK Events, we have a huge 
range of resources to ensure you have the correct equipment to give you 
the best sound solution.

From discreet 8” speakers to flown line-array systems, our huge range of 
speakers means that we have the variety to achieve exactly what your 
event requires. Whether it be a basic pa for a DJ, speeches or a meeting, 
a pa with monitors for a band or a conference, or if you require directive 
outdoor sound reinforcement – we have it all.

Naturally, we also have all the control and playback equipment required 
to successfully manage the sound aspect of any event. Our well versed 
and dedicated technicians will ensure it not only sounds good, but you 
are left feeling completely at ease throughout.

What our clients say:
“UK Events Ltd provided a very good service with quality products. I would 
definitely use the company for future conferences.”



The correct lighting can make or break an event. Here at UK Events, we 
have a huge range of resources to ensure you have the correct 
equipment to give you the best lighting solution.

From simple Uplighters adding a bit of colour to controlled room 
lighting, our huge range of fixtures means that we have the variety to 
achieve exactly what your event requires. Whether it be some simple 
effect lighting, a nightclub style set-up, stage lighting, or band lighting  –
we have it all.

Naturally, we also have all the control equipment and design team 
required to successfully invent and manage a bespoke solution for your 
event. Our well versed and dedicated technicians will ensure it not only 
looks visually stunning, but you are left feeling completely at ease and 
amazed throughout.

What our clients say:
“You listened and gave good advice to achieve a wonderful end result in line with 
expectations. When we walked into the room on the night it looked amazing”



External or Outdoor lighting can have a massive visual effect and can 
used to create a breathtaking entrance.

We all know that first impressions count and the entrance is no 
exception. Imagine your guests arriving and seeing the venue and 
surrounding foliage all beautifully lit up. You will immediately have their 
attention and have them amazed, before they have even got out of the 
car!  

We have a range of lighting fixtures that give us the ability to do just 
about anything. From simple tea-light and coach lanterns, to full building 
colour wash, the only limit is your imagination.

What our clients say:
“Your team was amazing and professional. Many HOD asked me for your 
contacts as they were impressed about the organisation”



Our indoor parquet dance floors are both elegant and refined, providing 
class as well as purpose.

This traditional style of flooring works in any function room and with any 
theme. Being made of real wood, it also lends itself to dance events, 
having been used for many competitions of varying styles of dance.

The parquet dance floor is as popular today as it always has been, 
proving to be a long standing favourite for all types of event. It is also the 
favoured choice for professional dance acts.

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 3ft.

What our clients say:
“Every year I use you guys for your great dance floors, thank you again”



If you are thinking of having your event outside in the sunshine, then 
look no further……

Our outdoor parquet style dance floor is an all-weather dance floor, that 
is perfect for those long warm summer nights.

Have your guests dance away in the open air with this brilliantly 
adaptable outdoor dance floor. This dance floor can be laid safely onto 
almost any surface, making it perfect for any outdoor surface.

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 3ft.

What our clients say:
“Clients on both nights commented on how much they liked the floor.”



Simple, clean, yet elegant.

Our black acrylic dance floors are perfect for those occasions where 
something more subtle is required.

Commonly used to re-cover carpeted venue spaces, to cover trade show 
stands and to promote vehicle launches, this type of dance floor has 
seen it all.

It’s clean finish also allows it to beautifully bring together an intimate 
function, as well as transforming vast spaces.

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 2ft.

What our clients say:
“Thank you very much for a job well done. From delivery to pick up the service 
was 10/10.”



Simple, clean, yet elegant.

As with the black, the white acrylic dance floors are perfect for those 
occasions where something more subtle is required.

Again, commonly used to re-cover carpeted venue spaces, to cover trade 
show stands and to promote vehicle launches, this type of dance floor 
has seen it all.

The beauty of a plain white dance floor is that it will absorb any lighting 
projected onto it, making it a very colourful and inviting place to dance 
on.

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 2ft.

What our clients say:
“Great service, all very easy process. Delivered and set up on time, no problems 
at all!”



An absolute classic!

The black and white chequered dance floor seems to have been around 
forever, timelessly adapting to any function, occasion or venue.

It’s striking elegance really makes it stand out in any function space and 
becomes quite a centrepiece.

From themed parties, to weddings, to marquees, to iconic venues – this 
style of dance floor just works everywhere, whatever the event.

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 2ft.

What our clients say:
“We have used UK Events many times and they are always very reliable”



If you’re looking for something different to the standard chequered style 
dance floor, but really like the idea of a black and white theme, then look 
no further.

Be different – have a striped dance floor. Visually stunning from every 
angle.

Alternatively, why not work with one of our team to design a bespoke 
pattern?

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 2ft.

What our clients say:
“All went without a hitch, from delivery and installation to pick up. All very quick 
and helpful, and the dance floor was just right for our needs. Many thanks.”



The now iconic white starlit dance floor has become the standard for 
wedding receptions and Christmas events.

These beautiful sparkly dance floors twinkle effortlessly all night long, 
encouraging guests of all ages to get up and dance.

We now have updated controllers, that not only have more sequences 
available, but will also allow the dance floor to operate sound-to-light.

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 2ft.

What our clients say:
“The customer service was fantastic and the dance floor itself was amazing, 
really good quality and great LEDs that lit up my wedding dress!”



Our black starlit dance floors have become the firm favourite for 
corporate functions and birthday parties.

These beautiful sparkly dance floors twinkle effortlessly all night long, 
encouraging guests of all ages to get up and dance. In a dark room with 
the lights low, the bright white LEDs really stand out and make the whole 
area look magical.

We now have updated controllers, that not only have more sequences 
available, but will also allow the dance floor to operate sound-to-light.

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 2ft.

What our clients say:
“We have sub hired in a number of dance floors, but we have to say, this LED 
dance floor was one of the best we have hired.”



Our LED starlit dance floors have become the firm favourite for all 
occasions, with clients often opting to mix the colours for a bespoke 
look.

These beautiful sparkly dance floors twinkle effortlessly all night long, 
encouraging guests of all ages to get up and dance. 

We now have updated controllers, that not only have more sequences 
available, but will also allow the dance floor to operate sound-to-light.

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 2ft.

What our clients say:
“I have used UK Events on several occasions and have always been happy with 
their service. Brittany Folan is in particular very helpful to deal with.”



The UK’s first pink LED starlit dance floor!

Currently the only one of it’s kind in the UK, our custom made bespoke 
dance floor pink starlit dance floor has arrived and is taking the market 
by storm!

It has already become very popular and as the word spreads, it’s 
demand is set to grow exponentially. 

Perfect for themed events, pink weddings, bat mitzvahs and birthday 
parties…..to name but a few.

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 2ft.

What our clients say:
“The floor was a big success! Thank you.”



Brand new to UK Events Ltd. Brand new to the UK. Brand new to the 
dance floor market. Exclusively at UK Events Ltd.

We are very proud to bring you yet another first; a Circular RGB Starlit 
Dance Floor.

Currently only available in a 16ft Diameter, this new dance floor is one of 
a kind and has been custom made for UK Events Ltd.

Sticking with the traditional style of a starlit dance floor, this dance floor 
has various twinkle patterns available when in use. In addition to this, 
rather than just standard white LEDs, this has RGB LEDs. This allows a 
huge choice of colours, further expanding the options and possibilities.

This dance floor has been designed to not only be different, but really 
stand out. We want to leave your guests not only excited on the day, but 
talking about your event and that amazing round floor for days after.

What our clients say:
“The service and professionalism that your company gave was one of the best we 
have received.”



Our LED 70’s night fever disco dance floor is the must have dance floor 
for those of you who have a love of all things retro.

With many various colour and pattern combinations, this dance floor 
really brings the party to life.

Whether specific colours and patterns are required, or if it simply needs 
to change to the beat of the music, this retro dance floor was made to 
party. 

For those events where there is production involved, this dance floor 
can be dmx controlled, with a variety of channel control options. This 
will allow on demand colour and speed changes, making it as flexible as 
it is exciting.

With this style of dance floor, we can achieve any size you require, 
square or rectangular, providing the dimensions are in increments of 1m.

What our clients say:
“The dance floor was brilliant and really made the party go with a swing”



Our exciting cocktail bar service is second to none!

Fully self sufficient, we will supply all the equipment required to bring 
you a fully functional cocktail bar of the highest standard.

Take advantage of the following services:

 A custom cocktail list prepared for your event
 Custom cocktail menu created for your guests
 Expert cocktail makers with excellent knowledge and service skills
 Fresh ingredients, from the fruit to the garnish to the ice
 Purpose built mobile bars, complete with speed rails, ice wells and 

blenders for that authentic cocktail bar experience…...almost 
anywhere!

We can also offer cocktail training days, ideal for getting clients involved 
at an intimate function, or for a fun team building event. Our experts 
will teach the process of mixology and explain the genius behind 
creating mouth watering cocktails.

What our clients say:
“Great service, friendly staff and very knowledgeable.”



Our LED cocktail bars are guaranteed to brighten up any event space and 
providing an amazing focal point.

We have both straight and curved sections available, giving the flexibility 
to achieve the right size and shape your event requires.

Each section can be individually controlled, or the whole bar controlled 
as one with our handy remotes. With static colours and colour change 
sequences at your fingertips, our LED bars effortlessly fit in with your 
colour scheme. As an additional option, we can add bespoke vinyl onto 
the bar fronts, be it a company logo, personal message or graphic wrap.

Every section has two internal shelves and a top counter for service, 
providing plenty of space for even the most demanding of bar tenders. 
The internal shelves are also removable, allowing the space to be used 
for fridges, freezers, bottle bins and ice machines.

What our clients say:
“Everyone I spoke to was extremely helpful and everything ran really smoothly 
with the set up. I would definitely recommend your company to friends.”



If you’re looking for something completely bespoke, then our animated 
bars could be just what your event needs.

These pixelated curved bar sections can be used as a clever colourful bar, 
or as an exciting DJ booth. With a plethora of graphics and images 
available, you can display pretty much anything you want on them.

Each bar hire comes with a neat little tablet which allows you to control 
and manage the content displayed on the bar in real time.

Every section has two internal shelves and a top counter for service, 
providing plenty of space for even the most demanding of bar tenders. 
The internal shelves are also removable, allowing the space to be used 
for fridges, freezers, bottle bins and ice machines.

What our clients say:
“The staff were super efficient and polite. Also perfectly on time.”



Our LED cubes are both bright and bold, adding a funky twist to any 
casual seating area.

With a variety of static colours and colour chase sequences available, 
this cubed seating is capable of fitting in with any décor or theme.

We currently have the following available for hire:

• LED Cube Seats
• LED Cube Seats with Pouffe Pads
• LED Bench Seats with Pouffe Pads
• LED Coffee Cube Tables (with a choice of tops)

• Soft Faux Leather Cubes (black/white)
• Giant Bean Bags

What our clients say:
“Very pleased with the product”



Our LED poseur tables are a beautiful addition to any room décor. 

They can achieve many static colours and various colour chase 
sequences.

With complete control over the colours available, these poseur tables 
are not only bright and colourful, but practical too.

Standing 4ft high, with a 2ft diameter top, these poseurs are perfect for 
standing guests, guests seated on bar stools or for use as a lit plinth.

To elegantly compliment our LED poseur tables, we have chrome 
finished white bar stools. As well as being very comfortable, these bar 
stools have pneumatic height adjustment, making them perfect for all 
guests.

What our clients say:
“We received lots of positive comments from party guests who were impressed 
with the set up. The LED tables and bar created the desired effect for the party”



Our LED banquet tables are simply stunning!

With the ability to be individually controlled and set to either static 
colours or colour change sequences, these tables add depth and class to 
any reception dinner.

We currently have 3 sizes available:
5ft Round (seats 6-8)
5’6 Round (seats 8-10)
6’ Round (seats 10-12)

These clever tables can also be controlled wirelessly, allowing them to 
seamlessly fit in with any production elements at your event.

What our clients say:
“Everything about dealing with UK Events was excellent from initial enquiry to 
final collection.”



Our LED illuminated table centres are a perfect addition to any dining 
table, adding that person touch to the table décor.

With several shapes and styles available, we are sure to one that fits 
your theme.

All of our table centres are lit up using or elegant, yet sophisticated LED 
light units. These units can be set to static colours, can scroll through a 
colour scroll sequence, or can be wirelessly controlled to add that extra 
visual presence to your production elements.

What our clients say:
“Thanks to you all, it looked brilliant!!”



Our 5ft LED LOVE letters are some of the largest on the market.

Standing 1.5m high, these superb props really do stand out. With a 
lovely white finish and bright white LEDs, these are sure to become a 
focal point at your wedding. 

In addition to being set to static or to twinkle brightly, these can also be 
linked to our starlit dance floor controllers, allowing them to mimic the 
floor sequence.

We also have custom pink caps to go over the LEDs, giving a bright pink 
glow, which is really beautiful against the white frame.

What our clients say:
“Not only the product and service were excellent, I also has a precise time of 
delivery and collection (which was an added bonus).”



Starcloth backdrops can instantly change the look of any function space, 
instantly making the space look completely different.

With our flexible pipe and drape system, our starcloth can be used in 
bespoke lengths for almost any requirement. From having an accent 
feature behind a DJ or band, to dressing a whole room and anything in 
between. Our team will work with you to create a bespoke solution to 
best suit your requirements.

We stock both black and white starcloths, each with pure white LEDs. 
Each cloth comes with it’s own controller, allowing each cloth to be 
controlled individually. The controllers allow the cloths to achieve static, 
fade, twinkle and sound-to-light options at the touch of a button.

We also have matching DJ Booth surrounds to really finish off that sleek 
look.

What our clients say:
“Not only the product and service were excellent, I also has a precise time of 
delivery and collection (which was an added bonus).”



VIP carpets add that finishing touch to any event. Be it an entrance 
piece, an aisle, or a walkway, we can provide the solution for you.

With many different colours available, we can provide the correct colour 
to match your theme and be in-keeping with the look of your event.

Our expert installers can custom cut and install your VIP carpet and will 
ensure all the carpet is laid safely and securely.

As standard, all of our VIP carpets come with a protective film cover. This 
can be left on after installation and then can be whipped off at the last 
minute before the guests arrive. This ensures the carpet is kept in 
pristine condition right up until the first guests arrive.

What our clients say:
“It looked amazing – thank you and your team for their hard work!”



To beautifully compliment our range of VIP carpets, we have a large 
stock of Chrome VIP Posts and VIP ropes.

Available in many colours, all of our VIP ropes have chrome hooks at 
each end, giving that look of quality that every event deserves.

As well as being used to line VIP carpets, our VIP ropes and posts can 
also be used without carpet, often used to cordon off areas or direct 
traffic. 

Our VIP ropes and posts are designed to be placed 1m apart, allowing 
the slightly longer rope to have that lovely swag between the posts.

What our clients say:
“Absolutely faultless from start to finish. We will definitely be using you again.”



If a stage is required for your event, then look no further. With our 
versatile staging system, we can achieve any size, shape and height.

Whether it be  small stages, large stages or curved and circular stages, 
we have the ability to create a custom solution for your event space.

When it comes to dressing your stage, we have many options available, 
from carpeting in any colour, bespoke vinyl topped, flowing valances, 
hard kickboards, to steps and handrails.

With many sound and lighting options available, we can provide you 
with the correct equipment to match your stage design and purpose. 
This allows you to really get the most out of your stage and it’s 
performers.

What our clients say:
“If I need any of your products in the future I will use you without question, we do 
hundreds of events a year and I have sent your details around to my team”



If you’re putting on a show out in the elements and require an outdoor 
stage, we have the perfect solution.

Our superb arc roof stage systems are second to none when it comes to 
quality outdoor staging. Both aesthetically pleasing and designed for 
purpose, these stage systems create a covered performance area that is 
suitable for even the most demanding of performer.

From town centre events to mini festivals, our stages provide the space 
for bands, orchestras, choirs and other acts to perform to crowds from 
large to small.

To compliment the performance area, we have the sound reinforcement 
and lighting show design team to take the performances to the next 
level. With computer controlled digital sound management and a 
plethora of lighting fixtures, our expert team will ensure the event is a 
spectacular success and enjoyed by all that attend.

What our clients say:
“All at UK Events were fantastic – I couldn’t have asked for a smoother operation 
from start to finish, so a huge thanks to all.”



Our comprehensive disco packages are tailor made for each event and 
adjusted to work in any function space.

Using our expert knowledge of creating the exciting atmosphere every 
party demands, our disco packages ensure your event both looks and 
sounds amazing. With professional sound systems and intelligent 
controlled lighting, we can transform any function space into the party 
scene that reflects your event.

Couple this with our seasoned DJs and you have a recipe for a night to 
remember! With a comprehensive playlist and on demand requests, we 
will ensure that all guests of all ages enjoy the evening.

What our clients say:
“We use UK Events every year for our Christmas Party and each year we get 
incredible service.”



Live music can really make or break an event. Whether it be a simple 
pianist, string quartet or a full function band, we can not only provide 
the artists from a select list of tried and tested performers, but can also 
provide the platform for them to perform on. 

Firstly we will discuss your tastes and requirements to give a shortlist of 
suitable acts for your event. Then with our in-house production team, 
we can build a bespoke package to include staging, sound and lighting 
requirements for your chosen act.

By working directly with the performers, we can ensure it not only 
sounds good, but looks good too – ultimately creating an unforgettable 
experience for all that attend.

What our clients say:
“I just wanted to say thank for the support for our event. Pleasure to do 
business.”



Our superb photo booths really do add that element of fun and group 
participation to any event. Simply grab a couple of friends, pick your 
props and pose for the camera!

Take advantage of the following features:

 Unlimited Usage
 HD Video Shorts
 Large Variety of Props
 Unlimited Prints
 Customisable Print Templates
 Customisable Booth Skins
 All Images Digitally Available After Your Event

With the latest touchscreen technology, custom print templates and an 
array of amusing props, these are sure to get everyone involved and 
having fun. 

What our clients say:
“Very happy with services received and will definitely be using you again.”



Our brand new and exciting Magic Mirror is now available for hire! This 
takes the same idea as a photo booth, but rather than in an enclosed 
booth, this does everything out in the open. This lends itself to larger 
group photos, full length shots and also allows you to sign your photo 
directly onto the screen!

Take advantage of the following features:

 70” Interactive Touch Screen Mirror
 Unlimited Usage
 Choose Single or Multi Shot Photos
 Large Variety of Props
 Full Length Photos
 Unlimited Prints
 Customisable Print Templates
 All Images Digitally Available After Your Event

What our clients say:
“I just wanted to say thank you for organising the dance floor and photo booth 
last Friday for our event. Incredibly helpful on the night.”



The best way to visually aide any event is to have LED screens enhancing 
the experience of the guests or delegates.

Our large screens give stunning HD image replication for any conference 
media and content can be controlled and managed by our dedicated AV 
team.

With the advances in modern technology and culture willing people to 
take photos and selfies wherever they go, these large screens are also 
very popular at weddings and private events. From providing a visual 
backdrop to speeches, to just having images scrolling throughout the 
night, these large screens really create a brilliant focal point.

With various sizes available and various options on their rigging and set 
up, we can make them seamlessly work with your environment and the 
demands of your event.

What our clients say:
“Always fast for answers, reasonably priced and reliable. Many thanks, will 
definitely use you again.”



This high-resolution display is completely scalable in 500mm x 500mm 
panels and can be used as one giant screen up to 6m x 3.5m, or in 
several smaller screens.

With a pitch of 3.9mm, this video wall has a very high quality display, 
with clear visibility from as little as 3 metres away. This makes it 
particularly suitable for conferences, exhibitions and stage backdrops.

We can supply full flying and rigging equipment for the screens, together 
with a complete suite of vision mixer and processing equipment to 
ensure the highest possible production values are adhered to at all 
times.

Our LED Video wall will undoubtedly create a completely new dimension 
to your next event.

What our clients say:
“From telephone booking to install team, the service was excellent. So much so, I 
called first thing the following morning to thank the team.”



For further details and images on all of our products, please visit our websites:
www.ukevents.co.uk
www.hireadancefloor.co.uk

Our Offices are open 09:00 – 17.00 Monday-Friday, with a helpful team of staff ready to help 
and advise, ensuring your event runs smoothly and is a complete success.

Freephone: 0800 242 5474
Local Number: 0118 977 0314
Fax: 0844 736 2697

Unit 15 The Business Centre
Molly Millars Lane
Wokingham
Berkshire 
RG41 2QY

Company Registration Number: 06851338 VAT Registration Number: 972207324
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